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"Hymns and Wretched Offerings to the Golden Ones" is a collection of artwork and poetry
dedicated to the Golden Ones, the demons that inhabit man. The book gathers artwork from
some of the top names in fantasy and horror art such as Bob Eggleton, LA Williams, Paul
Komoda, Sam Araya, and Jim Pavelec, and pairs their diabolical images with psalm-like poetry
from contemporary poets.



This Hymnal Belongs To HYMNSandWRETCHED OFFERINGS to the GOLDEN ONESbyJIM
PAVELECPress of the Sovereign Vanguard•Chicago | XXXIX • to sinnersand theunrepentant“I
have also: The Bible of Hell: which the world shall have whether they will or no.”– Willaim
BlakePRIMARY OFFERINGI vowTo pluck out my enemies’ eyes and cast them toward the
horizonTo twist scarred knuckles like the ram’s horns and bash and bash and bashTo bury
seething hatred in succulent goreTo light the corpse breathing dominance deepTo etch
emblematic praise upon the residue of the deadAnd to pierce the world with The Golden
Embrace To be recited daily upon wakingANTHEMS DERIDING THE PANDEMICIGLORY TO
THE GODS OF GOLD



w. lucero, “Grim and fantastic writings. I'll make this simple, basically what your getting is a small
sketch or drawing per page along with some poetic writing. The sketches dont necessarily go
with the writing on every page, but regardless its pretty awesome artwork. Really nice rough
black and white artwork. It has a really unfinished feel to some of the sketches, butagain not in a
bad way the art styles easily fit the grim dark writing.The writing is a cross between, dark and
evil poetry with a mix of what sometimes makes me think of LOTR.So if your into rough grim
demonic creatures and really dark hellish poetry this book is awesome. It evenhas a nice little
strip of lacey ribbon to use as a book mark.I love this book and bought it as a blind buy and am
nothing but happy with my purchase.”

Michael Adams, “A Dark Devotional. A book of terse scripture; prose poems and art devoted to
strange and otherworldly beings straight of of your worst Lovecraftian nightmares.”

Ganth, “Great big art from the darkside.. Big beautiful book full of the nightmares of crazy
people. Great to see the dark side of fantasy art get a showcase. Plus mine showed up signed
and numbered.”

Parka, “Awesome and gruesome. This is an awesome and gruesome art book about demons
and monsters. It's somewhat like 
  
Wayne Barlowe's art

  
  
. But it's a different sort of offering, a slightly unusual one. To make things more interesting,
there are poetry specially composed to accompany the drawings.The art is great. Looks to me
like they are all traditional media with a good feel of textures. The drawings are mainly black and
white, or very limited in colours. There are all sorts of unimaginable monsters. They are gross,
horrific, evil-looking and scary at the same time.The designs are quite original as compared
concept art from those zombie apocalypse type of video games. The illustrations are from Bob
Eggleton, Mike Dubisch, Samuel Araya, Jim Pavelec himself and other artists.This is a terrific
book for those who like creature, monster designs or diabolic art.”



Demogorgon, “Imaginative Monsters from the Inner Universes. I picked up this book at a
convention because it immediately surprised me, and at this point it's limited edition. The book is
big but not giant. The images are mostly sepia or black and white, with some unreal color works
interspersed throughout. The art work ranges from fantasy fantastic to cruel,dark, and unusual.
Very imaginative design and a huge range of styles are represented. The friends I've shown this
to are at first a bit speechless, but then their imagination kicks in and the images yield some
good dialog. If you're into art, especially horror or sci-fi, this is not to be missed, especially at this
price. It's really a great deal.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 5 people have provided feedback.
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